
Chicago 17 Author-Date Citation style: References
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General information
•  Each entry is single spaced, but double spacing is used between individual entries.
•  All lines after the first line are indented ½" for each entry (a hanging indent).

Reference list example

Hurley, Jeremiah. 2011. “Systems of Health Care Finance.” In Health Economics, 

    275-302. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson.
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Reference list text 
Author(s): Reverse the first author’s name, starting with their last name, a comma, 
then the rest of their name. If there is a second author, add a comma, the word “and” 
then the second author’s first and last names (not reversed). If there are three or 
more authors, all names are given in the reference list. Only the first-listed author is 
inverted (last name first). End the author information with a period.

Date: Write the year the book was published, followed by a period.

Chapter Title: In quotation marks, write the title of the chapter using title case 
(i.e. capitalizing all major words). Follow the title with a period placed before the 
closing quotation mark.

Book Title: In italics, write the title of the book, followed by a comma.

Editor(s): If the chapter is from an edited book, write “edited by” and the first and last
name of the book’s editor(s) in normal order. Follow the editor information with comma.

Page Range: the chapter’s page range and end with a period.

Publisher: Write the name of the publisher followed by a period. Abbreviations such 
as Inc., Ltd., Co., & Co., Publishing Co., or S.A. following a publisher’s name are 
generally omitted.

DOI: If an electronic version of the book was consulted, write the Digital Object 
Identifier (DOI), including https://, followed by a period. The DOI is NOT hyperlinked.

In-text citation example 
(Hurley 2011, 288)

In-text citation text 
Write the author(s)’s last name(s) then the year. If referring to a specific page, followed the 
year with a comma, and then the page number. Enclose in parentheses.

NB: If the author’s name is included in the sentence, it should not be repeated in the in-text 
citation. Instead, the year of publication and the page number may be placed in parentheses 
at the end of the sentence, before the final punctuation, or immediately following the name 
of the author.




